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Lancio Meta Meteo (Cosar Fluac)
Francesco Cavaliere
Opening 7-11 pm 15.2.2014
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Meta Weather (Corsar Fluac)’), and premieres a new sound piece of the same title.
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ular sound event at the Zeiß Großplanatarium, Prenzlauerberg 6.3.2014, where
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Meteo (Cosar Fluac)” voices drop from the ceiling. Voices of truth-speakers, gam-
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Giorgio Mega). In between the dialogues there are lumps of silence, non-sounds.
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The story is set in the past and is an abstract interaction between two women who
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are investigating a history of gambling and trading of certain stones. The stones
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are used for a Draughts-like board game called “cosar fluac”. As the stones at
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protagonists of the story are playing this game, they tend to escape reality and
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open their minds to communication with oracles. Cavaliere’s sound piece aims at
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affecting our inner state and suggest an imaginative journey through the ephem-
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eral presence of chunks of tunes generated from glass, stones, coins, harp, piano,
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and voices. “I want to trick a memory, an atmosphere that the body recalls and
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guide the listener to extraterrestrial places only touching reality now and then”,
the artist explains. The new instrument that Cavaliere has created for the exhibi-
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tion, “sculptura attesa”, is made of glass in the shape of a horn. Exposed here in
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the GRIMMUSEUM, it is foremost a glass sculpture waiting for responses, “a mute
instrument, both fragile and untouchable, and yet it has an intrinsic sonic power;
a potentially warm and clear sound inspired by the sounds of a finger on a glass or
a glass harmonica”, the inventor says. Cavaliere also plans to play concerts with
the instrument.
Francesco Cavaliere who both performs, works as an artist and instructs music pieces and audiobooks, draws his inspiration from experimental
music. A composer such as the american Harry Partch (1901-1974) who build his
own instruments for operas starting from sculptures is essential to his oeuvre.
Also the Italian composer Walter Marchetti (1931-) who adopted John Cage’s
dadaist aesthetic and pioneered interactive and concrete music is also an important inspiration for Cavaliere as of creating a unique encompassing sonic universe
for the listener.
text by Solvej Helweg Ovesen
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06th march 2014

Special event: Audio piece at Zeis GroSSplanatarium,
Prenzlauerberg
concert 8-12 pm, 7 euro entry

Audio pieces of 4 different sound artists/groups are presented at Zeis Großplanatarium, Prenzlauerberg on the 6.3.2014, including the multi channel audio piece
Gancio Cielo (“Sky Hook”) combined with parts of Lancio Meta Meteo (‘Launching Meta Weather) by Cavaliere. The piece of Fantastic literature is combined with
exotic electronic music and based on a recently recorded audiobook by Cavaliere.
This work is a linguistic and sonic adventure of dialects, invented languages, and
broken idioms, where five characters are exploring non-places, yet sometimes
touching base with reality (25 min. Italian/English). The following artists have
been invited by Cavaliere to present audio pieces this evening:

Lorenzo Senni & Alessando Panzavolta ( orthographe )
Paradoxes
Lieven Martens Moana
The elastic Kana, and other stories
Floris Vanhoof
Music for Moving Lamps
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